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ABSTRACT
Alcoholism, also known as Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD), is a serious problem affecting millions of people worldwide. Recovery from AUD is known to be challenging and often leads to relapse at various points after enrolling in a rehabilitation program such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). In this work, we take a structured approach to understand recovery and relapse from AUD using social media data. To do so, we combine linguistic and psychological attributes of users with relational features that capture useful structure in the user interaction network. We evaluate our models on AA-attending users extracted from the Twitter social network and predict recovery at two different points—90 days and 1 year after the user joins AA, respectively. Our experiments reveal that our structured approach is helpful in predicting recovery in these users. We perform extensive quantitative analysis of different groups of features and dependencies among them. Our analysis sheds light on the role of each feature group and how they combine to predict recovery and relapse. Finally, we present a qualitative analysis of the different reasons behind users relapsing to AUD. Our models and analysis are helpful in making meaningful predictions in scenarios where only a subset of features are available and can potentially be helpful in identifying and preventing relapse early.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Alcoholism, or alcohol use disorder (AUD), is a serious problem affecting millions of people worldwide. Statistics from the World Health Organization estimate that there are 208 million people affected by AUD and it is the cause for 33 million deaths worldwide [30]. AUD can coexist with, contribute to, or result from several different psychological ailments including depression, making it extremely important to study it. Further, previous work emphasize that even while enrolled in a recovery program, people are susceptible to relapse, especially in the early stages of recovery [19].

According to substance abuse recovery models, social support and inclusion play a pivotal role in a person’s recovery from addiction [1, 13, 24, 34]. This is also the founding premise for social support groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). AA brings people suffering from AUD together, providing them with a platform to share their recovery experiences and has proven to be one of the highly successful approaches to recovery from AUD [10, 16]. On a similar note, social learning theory emphasizes that a significant amount of human learning is by imitation and emulation, causing social influences to play an important role in development of addiction and more generally, in consumption of alcohol [13]. Particularly, in the extremely sensitive recovery period, such influences have been shown to precipitate relapses in recovering alcohol addicts [19].

In this work, we present a structured approach to understand recovery from AUD. One way to study this is using online interaction data from social media platforms. These social connections induce structure in the network of interactions among users (which we refer to as structural/relational features), helping us study the impact of social factors in users’ recovery/relapse. While AA members on social media may not be representative of the entire population of AA, nonetheless, we believe our study helps in understanding this subpopulation, and can potentially provide insights on how to design more targeted and in-depth studies.

Specifically, our contributions in this paper are:

- We first show how to extract fine-grained linguistic, psychological, and structural features from users’ online interactions. Our feature set includes linguistic features such as topic and sentiment of tweets, psycho-linguistic features from linguistic inquiry word count (LIWC) [33], and structural features from users’ interactions with friends.
- We encode dependencies among these features in a recently developed graphical modeling framework, hinge-loss Markov random fields [2], and jointly reason about the recovery/relapse of users. Our model effectively captures the relationship among the various features and serves as a template for modeling recovery from AUD.
- We perform predictions at different time periods and show that our structured approach is capable of reliably predicting recovery in AA users. We also present an in-depth quantitative and qualitative analysis of the different feature groups...
and their dependencies and their corresponding effectiveness in predicting recovery. We observe that we can predict recovery and relapse accurately by just considering features from the structural interactions with friends, signaling the importance of modeling social factors in recovery.

Our feature analysis helps in identifying the effect of the different features on users’ recovery/relapse and helps in making meaningful predictions in scenarios where only a subset of features are available. Our models and analysis can potentially pave way for conducting in-depth studies to understand the nuances in the recovery process and identifying early signs of relapse and preventing them before they occur.

2 RELATED WORK

Previous work emphasize that social influence is a contributing factor in the development of substance abuse problems including AUD [29, 36, 42]. The recent explosion of social media has led to a growing interest in using social network interaction data to study issues of public health [9, 21, 28]. Chisolm et al. [21] use a college social network, Yik Yak, to study substance abuse and health issues in college campuses. Balani et al. and Choudhury et al. [3, 8] focus on identifying mental health issues, Walker et al. [38] focus on identifying eating disorders, and McIver et al. [26] identify sleep disorders using social network data. Mejova et al. [27] and Paul et al. [31, 32] use Twitter data to analyze public health issues. Hossain et al. [14] develop a model to predict geo-location based on whether a particular tweet signifies drinking and whether the user was drinking while writing that tweet. Other approaches focus on aggregate social behavior and report analysis of these behaviors over time in specific groups of users [17, 28]. There is also a growing body of literature on analyzing data from health support forums [11, 41]. Choudhury et al. [5, 7] and White et al. [40] study the presence of social support, Xu et al. [43] and Huang et al. [15] study linguistic cues in mental health support forums, and Coulson et al. [6] and Manikonda et al. [25] analyze data from a support group for irritable bowel syndrome and weight-loss, respectively. Rey-Villamizar et al. [35] study the use of anxious words, Kramer et al. [22] and Kalman et al. [20] study the linguistic markers, and Wang et al. [39] focus on the emotional aspects of online health forums. Tamersoy et al. [37], Harikumar et al. [12], and Maclean et al. [23] analyze recovery forums on alcohol and other substance abuse. Our work differs from these existing approaches in that we explicitly encode the structural information in a probabilistic framework, allowing us to effectively reason about their contribution to recovery/relapse. We model the dependencies between linguistic and structural information, thus helping in understanding both their individual and combined contribution to predicting recovery.

3 DATA

In this section, we describe how we collect data for alcoholic users from Twitter and label them with recovery/relapse depending on whether they have been drinking after they joined a recovery program. We also present some interesting observations from the data that we use in the later sections to construct our prediction models.

In order to collect information about AA members on Twitter, we extract tweets that mention ‘first AA meeting’ over a four year window from January 1, 2013 to February 1, 2017. From this set, we eliminate jokes and people attending to support an alcoholic friend or family member. This collection and filtering process results in 691 users. We then use the Twitter API to collect their most recent 3, 200 tweets, the maximum allowable under Twitter’s Terms of Service. We separate these tweets into before and after the first AA meeting. After collecting data on AA-attending users, we then proceed to label these users as recovered/relapsed.

Example Tweets

People say sobriety is hard work but how hard was alcoholism? That was the worst full time job. It didn’t pay well and the benefits sucked. Why do I continue to drink when I know how sick it makes me.

Sobriety sucks. time for a drink!

Table 1: Examples of tweets where users mention alcohol/sober words, but do not directly imply consuming/refraining from alcohol, respectively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol</th>
<th>Sobriety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>Sobriety sucks. time for a drink!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sober</td>
<td>Sobriety sucks. time for a drink!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Graphs showing recovered and relapsed users with alcohol-related and sober tweets, respectively

To design a labeling scheme for recovery/relapse, we first closely examine users’ tweets after they join AA. Table 1 illustrates example tweets where presence of words related to alcohol or sobriety provide a noisy signal for labeling. The alcohol/sober words in the tweets are italicized and the adjectives referring to these words are typed in bold. For example, the first tweet mentions both alcohol and sober words but indicates user’s intention to become sober. Similarly, the second and third tweets in the table contain mentions of alcohol/sober words but do not directly imply drinking alcohol or staying sober. Furthermore, we observe that both recovering and relapsing users tweet about alcohol and sobriety significantly. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a recovered user whose tweets contain significant number of alcohol-related words. Similarly, Figure 1(b) gives an example of a relapsed user tweeting significantly about sobriety.

For this reason, we adopt a careful approach to labeling users with recovery/relapse labels. To establish if a user has recovered or not at the 90-day mark, we first filter tweets that mention alcohol/sober words after the user attends the first AA meeting. To determine users and friends’ alcohol/sober word usage, we construct an alcohol/sober vocabulary by mining tweets in our dataset. Table 2 gives the alcohol/sober vocabulary. We use this dictionary to filter tweets that use alcohol/sober words. Then, we examine whether the user’s tweet refers to consuming alcohol before the 90-day
mark to establish that he/she did not recover. Similarly, to establish whether a user remained sober, we search for tweets where the user mentions being sober after joining AA. Table 3 gives examples of tweets from users labeled as recovered/relapsed depending on the content of their tweets after joining AA. We excluded subjects for whom there was no explicit mention of consuming or refraining from consuming alcohol (i.e., being sober) from our dataset. This eliminated 389 of the 691 initial users, leaving 302 AA-attending users (226 relapsed users and 76 recovered users) in our sample, with a 25.2% recovery rate. We refer to these users as AA users.

For each of these AA users, we collect friend information (we refer to bi-directional followers on Twitter as friends). We again collect the most recent 3,200 tweets for each of the friends and separate them into before and after the corresponding AA users join AA. Figure 2 gives details about our dataset. We have 302 AA users in our dataset. We collect the most recent 3,200 tweets for each of these users, giving us a total of 274,595 AA user tweets. Of these tweets, 137,724 tweets occur after the users join AA and 136,871 tweets occur before the users join AA. For 302 AA users, we have a total of 76,183 friends in our dataset. For each friend, we also collect the most recent 3,200 tweets, giving us a total of 14,921,997 tweets. We again split these tweets into before/after the respective AA users join AA, giving us 7,087,339 and 7,834,658 tweets, respectively.

![Figure 2: Figure showing data statistics: number of AA users, friends, and tweets](image)

For each of these AA users, we collect friend information (we refer to bi-directional followers on Twitter as friends). We again collect the most recent 3,200 tweets for each of the friends and separate them into before and after the corresponding AA users join AA. Figure 2 gives details about our dataset. We have 302 AA users in our dataset. We collect the most recent 3,200 tweets for each of these users, giving us a total of 274,595 AA user tweets. Of these tweets, 137,724 tweets occur after the users join AA and 136,871 tweets occur before the users join AA. For 302 AA users, we have a total of 76,183 friends in our dataset. For each friend, we also collect the most recent 3,200 tweets, giving us a total of 14,921,997 tweets. We again split these tweets into before/after the respective AA users join AA, giving us 7,087,339 and 7,834,658 tweets, respectively.

![Figure 3: Graphs showing alcoholic and sober tweets by friends for a recovered and a relapsed user, respectively](image)

The contribution of social influence from the friend/peer network in one’s drinking habits is especially important during the very fragile period of recovery [29, 36, 42]. We observe that recovered users generally tend to have friends who tweet significantly about sobriety rather than about alcohol. Figure 3(a) gives an example of a recovered user in our dataset. Plotting the mention of alcohol and sober words in their friends’ tweets, we see that this user has more friends who mention sober words as opposed to alcohol words. Similarly, we find that relapsed users tend to have more friends who tweet about alcohol. Figure 3(b) gives an example of a relapsed user whose friends tweet significantly about alcohol rather than about sobriety. We use these observations to develop our structured prediction models that take into account these structural interactions and their corresponding effect on recovery/relapse.

### 4 AUD RECOVERY PREDICTION MODELS

In this section, we build our HL-MRF recovery prediction models for predicting relapse/recovery. We first extract features from users’ interactions and then identify and encode the dependencies among them in our models of AUD recovery.

#### 4.1 Hinge-loss Markov Random Fields

To encode the different signals from users, their tweets, and interactions with friends and effectively reason about the dependencies among these signals and their effect on recovery, we propose a powerful approach using hinge-loss Markov random fields (HL-MRFs). HL-MRFs can be specified using Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [2], a first order logical templating language. In PSL, random variables are represented as logical atoms and weighted rules define dependencies between them. An example of a PSL rule is

\[
\lambda : P(a) \land Q(a, b) \rightarrow R(b),
\]

where \( P, Q, \) and \( R \) are predicates, \( a \) and \( b \) are variables, and \( \lambda \) is the weight associated with the rule. The weight of the rule indicates its importance in the HL-MRF model, which is defined as

\[
P(Y|X) \propto \exp \left( - \sum_{r=1}^M \lambda_r \phi_r(Y, X) \right)
\]

\[
\phi_r(Y, X) = (\max\{I_r(Y, X), 0\})^{Pr},
\]

where

\[
I_r(Y, X) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } r(Y, X) \leq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Our models are available at [https://github.com/yzhan202/zhang-www18-experiments](https://github.com/yzhan202/zhang-www18-experiments)
where \( P(Y|X) \) is the probability density function of a subset of logical atoms \( Y \) given observed logical atoms \( X \). \( \phi_r(Y, X) \) is a hinge-loss potential corresponding to an instantiation of a rule \( r \), and is specified by a linear function \( l_r \) and optional exponent \( \rho_r \in \{1, 2\} \).

The weights are learned using maximum likelihood weight learning by alcoholTweet\((U_2, T)\) and \( U_1 \) retweets it, given by retweets\((U_1, U_2, T)\). A PSL rule to encode the combined effect of these interactions on recovery is given by

\[
\lambda : \text{Friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{alcoholTweet}(U_2, T) \land \text{retweets}(U_1, U_2, T) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1).
\]

The rule captures that if \( U_1 \) retweets \( U_2 \)’s tweet on alcohol, then that is an indication that \( U_1 \) is drawn towards consuming alcohol and could possibly lead to \( U_1 \) not recovering from AUD. Note that this rule combines both linguistic features from tweets and structural features from interaction with friends to predict recovery.

We can also generate rules that collectively reason about two AA attending users \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \), e.g.,

\[
\lambda : \text{similar}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{recovers}(U_1) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_2).
\]

This rule captures that if two AA users are similar, then if one recovers, there is a high possibility of the other user recovering as well. The HL-MRF model uses these rules to encode domain knowledge about dependencies among the predicates. The interpretable nature of first-order-logic rules is helpful in capturing meaningful dependencies among the different features and recovery. The continuous value representation further helps in understanding the confidence of predictions.

### 4.2 Feature Engineering

We first extract a suite of features from users’ tweets and interactions with their friends. We group the features into three broad categories: i) linguistic, ii) psycho-linguistic, and iii) structural features. We describe them in detail below.

#### 4.2.1 Linguistic Features

Users’ tweets are the strongest signal in predicting their recovery/relapse. We extract different linguistic features from AA users’ and their friends’ tweets. Below, we explain the various linguistic features that we incorporate in our recovery prediction models.

**Term Frequency.** For each user, we concatenate all the tweets in the 90 days after the user joins AA. We apply standard NLP preprocessing techniques such as removing punctuation and stop words, and calculating the term frequency of remaining words for each user. To effectively combine the term frequency features, we train a logistic regression classifier with term frequency of the words as features and use the prediction scores as a feature in our model. We refer to this feature as termFrequency in our model.

**Alcohol/Sober Word Usage.** We use the alcohol/sober word dictionary given in Table 2 to filter tweets that use alcohol/sober words. Since AA users use alcohol and sober words significantly, we capture alcohol/sober word usage both at the tweet level and at the user level. containsAlcohol\((U_1, T)\) captures if a specific tweet \( T \) by user \( U_1 \) contains alcohol/sober words. usesAlcoholWords\((U_1)\) captures the user’s usage of alcohol/sober words: values closer to 1.0 signifying that the user uses a higher number of alcohol words and values closer to 0.0 signifying that the user uses a lower number of alcohol words.

**Topic Distribution from Seeded Topic Modeling.** Topic models present an easy way to understand document corpora. In our problem, we are interested in particularly isolating the tweets belonging to alcohol or sober topics. Hence, we leverage a seeded variant of topic modeling, seeded LDA [18]. Seeded LDA guides topic discovery to learn specific topics of interest to a user by allowing the user to input a set of seed words that are representative of the underlying topics in the corpus. Seeded LDA uses these seed words to improve topic-word distribution by inducing topics to obtain a high probability mass for the given seed words. Similarly, it also improves the document-topic distribution by biasing documents to select topics related to the seed words. The seed set need not be exhaustive as the model gathers related words based on co-occurrence of other words with the specified seed words in the documents. For more details, we refer the reader to [18].

We perform standard NLP preprocessing techniques of stop-word removal and stemming using porter stemmer on the tweets. The seed words for the alcohol and sober topics are selected from the alcohol/sober word dictionary in Table 2. We also include \( k \) unseeded topics, to account for other topics in the document corpus. After experimenting with different values of \( k \), we select \( k = 8 \), giving us a total of 10 topics. We use \( \alpha = 0.0001 \) and \( \beta = 0.0001 \) to create sparse document-topic and topic-word distributions so that fewer topics/words with high values emerge. We run the seeded LDA model on two different groups of tweets. First, we aggregate all tweets for each AA user and treat that as one document. We have 302 AA users, giving us 302 documents in the first group. We refer to this feature as userTopic in our models. Next, we consider the replies and retweets exchanged between AA users and their friends and run seeded LDA on this subset of tweets (around 15,000 tweets). We refer to this feature as friendTweetTopic.

**Sentiment Scores.** We compute sentiment scores for each retweet or reply from friends to users using SentiWordNet in natural language tool kit (NLTK) in Python [4]. SentiWordNet gives the number of positive and negative words in the document. We normalize the scores and treat scores closer to 1.0 as having positive sentiment and scores closer to 0.0 as negative sentiment.

#### 4.2.2 Psycho-linguistic Features

We extract psycho-linguistic features using LIWC [33]. We consider the LIWC categories that are most relevant to our problem – affect and social categories. Affect includes positive/negative sentiment, presence of words that signify anxiety, anger, and sadness. As discussed earlier, social support is known to be an important factor in recovery from AUD [1, 13, 24, 34]. The social category in LIWC captures the presence of words in users’ or users’ friends’ tweets that signify family and friendship. We calculate the LIWC features on the documents created by concatenating each user’s tweets. LIWC gives the number of words in each of these categories. We normalize this score across all the users, giving us a score between \([0, 1]\) for each user, for affect and social. We refer to them as affect and social in our models. We use...
the psycho-linguistic features extracted using LIWC in combination with other linguistic and structural features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of support</th>
<th>Retweets/replies containing alcohol/sober words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting alcoholism</td>
<td>@... drink your beer snort your gear. RT @...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting sobriety</td>
<td>@... I struggled during early sobriety. Never skip meetings, call your sponsor or have coffee with a sober friend. @... Do you need a sober companion? We’re here for you. RT @... Tips for the sober beginner! I contributed to @XXX’s blog, which is run by the XX nonprofit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Example Alcohol/Sober Replies/Retweets from Friends to AA Users supporting alcoholism/sobriety, respectively

4.2.3 Structural Features. We generate structural features by considering various forms of interactions between pairs of users in the Twitter network.

Friends. We capture bi-directional followers for the AA users and refer to them as friends. We capture each pair of AA user $U_1$ and friend $U_2$ using friends($U_1$, $U_2$).

Replies. The reply network captures the tweets that are replies between the user and his/her friend in the network. Note that replies are a directed graph, with replies going from AA users to friends and from friends to AA users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in the replies network using replies($U_1$, $U_2$, $T$) where $U_1$ replies to $U_2$ and $T$ denotes the reply tweet.

Retweets. Similar to the replies network, the retweet network captures tweets that are retweets between the user and his/her friend in the network. Note that the retweet network is also a directed graph, containing links representing retweets from AA users to friends and from friends to AA users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in the retweet network using retweets($U_1$, $U_2$, $T$), where $U_1$ retweets $U_2$ and $T$ denotes the tweet that was retweeted.

Similarity. We also construct another derived network based on the similarity of users. We consider two ways of encoding similarity between pairs of users in the network. We first consider users’ tweets 90 days before the user joins AA to 90 days after the user joins AA. We concatenate the tweets for this duration and calculate the cosine similarity between the tweets for pairs of AA users. We refer to this similarity as tweetSimilarity($U_1$, $U_2$). We only consider pairs of users with tweet similarity value more than the median value of 0.65 in our models. Second, we calculate the similarity between the LIWC scores for pairs of AA users calculated on concatenated user tweets before and after the user joins AA. This value is encoded in LIWCSimilarity($U_1$, $U_2$).

4.3 HL-MRF Recovery Prediction Models

Here, we present our structured HL-MRF model that encodes dependencies among the linguistic, psychological, and structural features to predict recovery. Our complete model is presented in Table 5. We group the rules into different groups based on the features they combine. We use our HL-MRF model to: i) capture dependencies among different linguistic features, ii) capture dependencies among different linguistic and structural features, iii) capture different forms of structural interactions between AA users and friends, and iv) reason collectively about AA user’s recovery, and capture their effect on recovery. The weights of these rules are learned during training. The weights capture how important each of these rules are in predicting recovery and relapse. We explain the different rule-groups below.

4.3.1 Combining Linguistic Features. In the rules in set A, we capture the dependencies between linguistic features and recovery. The first two rules capture the dependency between term frequency and recovery. In the second group of rules in set A, we capture the dependency between seeded LDA topic of a user and his/her recovery. userTopic($U$, “alcohol”) captures the value in the document-topic multinomial distribution for the alcohol seeded topic and userTopic($U$, "sober") captures the value in the document-topic multinomial distribution for the sober seeded topic. In the third group of rules in set A, we capture the dependency between alcohol/sober word usage and recovery.

4.3.2 Combining Linguistic and Structural Features. The rules in set B combine the linguistic features with structural features replies and retweets between pairs of users. We hypothesize that if an AA user retweets or replies to alcohol-word containing tweets by her friends, then it is more likely that she will not recover from AUD (Rules 1 – 4 in set B). Table 4 gives some examples of support sobriety. there are tweets that contain alcohol words. We observe that such tweets can hurt AA user’s potential to recovery as they may lead the AA user to relapse to alcohol. For example, tweets 1, 2, and 3 are tweets from friends where they mention the AA user, inviting him/her to drink or instances where the AA user retweets friends’ tweets on alcohol. Similarly, interactions with friends on sobriety could potentially aid AA user’s recovery from AUD. We model friends’ tweets on sobriety that the AA user replies/retweets (Rules 5 – 8 in set B). Tweets 4, 5, 6 in Table 4 give examples of support sobriety. there are also friends tweets on sobriety, supporting the AA users, pointing them to necessary resources, and providing encouragement and support. We model both these signals from friends’ tweets in our model.

Further, we observe that friends with whom there is reply/retweet activity have more effect on the AA user, when compared to all user’s friends. Hence, we filter the user-friend network to include only pairs of users that have a significant amount of interaction in the form of replies/retweets, and model the effect of specific tweet exchanges between them that contain alcohol/sober words. For example, the first rule captures friends with whom there is a significant amount of interaction in the form of replies (replies($U_1$, $U_2$)) and considers retweet exchanges between them that contain alcohol words (retweets($U_2$, $U_1$, $T$)). Note that replies($U_1$, $U_2$) does not contain specific tweet $T$ as it considers all the replies between pairs
of users. Similarly, the second rule only considers pairs of users that have a significant number of retweet exchanges (retweets(U1, U2)) and consider the specific tweets that have alcohol/sober words (retweets(U2, U1, T)).

4.3.3 Combining Structural and Topic Features. Here, we model the effect of friends’ tweets that contain alcohol/sober words on the AA-users’ recovery. friendTweetTopic(U2, T, alcohol) captures if friends’ replies and retweets to AA users belong to alcohol/sober topics. If they fall under alcohol/sober category, then we capture that it could affect AA users recovery negatively (~recovers) or positively (recovery), respectively.

4.3.4 Combining Structural and Psycho-linguistic Features. Here, we combine psychological features extracted from LIWC with network features to predict recovery. Rule 1 in Set D captures that if a user is more emotional (given by affect), then he/she is more likely to be affected by friends’ alcoholic tweets. Similarly, more emotional users also are more likely to be affected by friends’ sober tweets (rule 2 in set D).

4.3.5 Collective Rules. Collective rules capture that similar users tend to have similar recovery patterns. We include both similarity values tweetSimilarity and LIWCSimilarity in our model. We filter similarity values greater than the median of 0.65 and include only the propagation of recovery among AA users with similarity values more than the median. In our PSL-Recovery model we observe that using tweetSimilarity or LIWCSimilarity gives identical performance prediction. In Section 5, we perform a detailed feature-group analysis where we observe that when LIWCSimilarity is used instead of tweetSimilarity, it helps in improving prediction performance in the absence of other stronger linguistics signals from AA-users’ tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSL-Recovery Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set A. Combining Linguistic Features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term Frequency from Logistic Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>termFrequency(U) → recovers(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~termFrequency(U) → ~reverses(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeded LDA Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>userTopic(U, &quot;alcohol&quot;) → ~reverses(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>userTopic(U, &quot;sober&quot;) → recovers(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of Alcohol Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsAlcoholWord(U, T) ∧ attendsAA(U) → ~reverses(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~usesAlcoholWord(U) ∧ attendsAA(U) → recovers(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsSoberWord(U, T) ∧ attendsAA(U) → recovers(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~usesSoberWord(U) ∧ attendsAA(U) → ~reverses(U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set B. Combining Structural and Linguistic Features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U1, U2) ∧ retweets(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsAlcoholWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweets(U1, U2) ∧ retweets(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsAlcoholWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U1, U2) ∧ replies(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsAlcoholWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweets(U1, U2) ∧ replies(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsAlcoholWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U1, U2) ∧ retweets(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsSoberWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweets(U1, U2) ∧ retweets(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsSoberWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U1, U2) ∧ replies(U2, U1, T) ∧ containsSoberWord(U2, T) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set C. Combining structural and topic features:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U2, U1, T) ∧ friendTweetTopic(U2, T, alcohol) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweets(U2, U1, T) ∧ friendTweetTopic(U2, T, alcohol) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replies(U2, U1, T) ∧ friendTweetTopic(U2, T, sober) ∧ attendsAA(U1) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set D. Combining structural, linguistic and psycho-linguistic features from LIWC on friends’ tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect(U1) ∧ friends(U1, U2) ∧ usesAlcoholWord(U2) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect(U1) ∧ friends(U1, U2) ∧ usesSoberWord(U2) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set E. Collective Rules:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweetSimilarity(U1, U2) ∧ recovers(U2) → recovers(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweetSimilarity(U1, U2) ∧ ~reverses(U2) → ~reverses(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweetSimilarity(U1, U2) ∧ ~reverses(U1) → ~reverses(U2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: HL-MRF Model combining linguistic, psycho-linguistic, and structural features
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present quantitative and qualitative results of our model on the annotated Twitter AA user dataset. We conduct a suite of experiments to evaluate the predictive ability of our model in predicting recovery. We consider two time periods: i) 90 days after the user joins AA, and ii) 1 year after the user joins AA. Next, we consider different combinations of features and their dependencies and evaluate the contribution of different feature groups in predicting recovery. Then, we present qualitative analysis of the different reasons corresponding to user’s relapse to alcoholism.

5.1 Recovery Prediction at 90 days

In our first set of experiments, we predict recovery of AA users at 90 days after the user joins AA. Table 6 gives the results of our PSL-Recovery model. We compare our PSL-Recovery model to a logistic regression model that uses all the linguistic and psycho-linguistic features derived from users’ tweets. The only additional features we include in our PSL models are structural features that capture pairwise interactions between AA users and their friends in the network, which the logistic regression model cannot encode. For all PSL and logistic regression experiments, we perform 5-fold cross-validation. Table 6 shows the comparison results between logistic regression and our PSL-recovery model. We report area under the precision recall curve for the positive class (AUC-PR Pos., recovery), the negative class (AUC-PR Neg., relapse) and area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC-ROC). We observe that our PSL-recovery model performs better at both recovery and relapse prediction. Statistically significant values with a rejection threshold of $p = 0.05$ are typed in bold.

5.2 Recovery Prediction at 1 year

Next, we predict recovery at 1 year after the user joins AA. 26 people were removed from the dataset as they could not be labeled with recovery/relapse after 90 days. 13 users moved from recovery to relapse, decreasing the number of recovered users in 1 year. Hence, there are 239 relapsed and 37 recovered users in our 1-year data.

We perform two experiments here: first, we train the model on data from 90 days and use the trained model to predict recovery at the 1-year mark. Second, we train on data from 1 year after the user joins AA and use the trained model to predict recovery at the 1-year mark. Table 7 gives the results from training on 90-day data and 1-year data. We observe that training on data from 90 days gives us a superior prediction performance for recovery and relapse, when compared to training on 1-year data. Hence, our results confirm that the first 90 days after the user joins AA are crucial in modeling the user’s path to recovery.

We also notice that AUC-PR Pos. scores, i.e., recovery prediction scores are lower than the scores in the 90-day prediction model. This is because of the reduction in the number of recovered users in the dataset with 13 users moving from recovery to relapse and 26 people who could not be labeled as they do not mention being sober after 90 days. This brings down the number of recovered users from 76 to 37, hence contributing to a reduction in the performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Period</th>
<th>AUC-PR Pos.</th>
<th>AUC-PR Neg.</th>
<th>AUC-ROC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90-day</td>
<td>0.5849</td>
<td>0.9793</td>
<td>0.9351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-year</td>
<td>0.4509</td>
<td>0.9652</td>
<td>0.8733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Area under precision-recall curve and ROC values for recovery and relapse prediction at 1 year for PSL-Recovery trained on 90-day data and 1-year data.

5.3 Analysis of Linguistic, Psycho-linguistic, and Structural Feature Groups

In this section, we present analysis of different features groups in our model and their respective contribution to predicting recovery. We perform two different analyses of the features. First, we analyze the weights learned by our model for the different rule sets in Table 5. Then, we construct different versions of our models by leaving out different sets of features/rules and analyze the corresponding effect on prediction performance.

5.3.1 Analysis of Learned Weights. The weights of the PSL-Recovery model are learned at training time. The weights capture the predictive capability of the model in predicting recovery. Analyzing the weights, we find that rules containing linguistic features get the highest weights after training, ascertaining that the textual content in the tweets is the strongest signal in predicting recovery. Following that, the next highest weights are observed in the rules that combine network and linguistic features, with alcohol-related topics/words getting higher weights than sober-related topics. Since the interactions with friends emerge as a strong feature in the learned weights, we conduct experiments on relational features and their dependence with psychological features to understand their role in predicting recovery in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.2 Variations of PSL-Recovery Model. To empirically evaluate the predictive ability of various feature groups in predicting recovery, we construct variations of the PSL-Recovery model by leaving out features, groups of features, and dependencies among them. To distinguish the PSL-Recovery model from other variants, we refer to this model as PSL-Recovery-All in below experiments. Figure 4 shows the AUC-ROC, AUC-PR Pos. (recovery), and AUC-PR Neg. (relapse) results for the different PSL models. We explain the different variations of our PSL-Recovery model below.

PSL-Recovery-All. This model uses all the rules shown in the Table 5. The performance scores from this model are captured in the far left in Figure 4.

PSL-Linguistic. PSL-Linguistic model uses linguistic features drawn from AA users’ tweets and dependencies among them. The rules for this model are captured in set A in Table 5. Note that the PSL-Linguistic model does not use any linguistic features on friends’ tweets, relational, or psycho-linguistic features.
Variations of PSL-Relational Model

**PSL-Relational**

Set D. Combining structural and linguistic on friends’ tweets (excluding psycho-linguistic features from LIWC):

\[
\text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesAlcoholWord}(U_2, \text{aw}) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesSoberWord}(U_2, \text{sw}) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

**PSL-Topic**

Set C. Combining structural and topic features without sentiment:

\[
\text{replies}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{alcohol}) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{retweets}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{alcohol}) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

Set D. Combining structural and linguistic on friends’ tweets (excluding psycho-linguistic features from LIWC):

\[
\text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesAlcoholWord}(U_2, \text{aw}) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesSoberWord}(U_2, \text{sw}) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

**PSL-Psychological (Affect)**

Set D. Combining structural features and linguistic on friends’ tweets with affect:

\[
\text{affect}(U_1) \land \text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesAlcoholWord}(U_2, \text{aw}) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{affect}(U_1) \land \text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesSoberWord}(U_2, \text{sw}) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

**PSL-Psychological (Social)**

Set D. Combining structural features and linguistic on friends’ tweets with social:

\[
\text{social}(U_1) \land \text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesAlcoholWord}(U_2, \text{aw}) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{social}(U_1) \land \text{friends}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{usesSoberWord}(U_2, \text{sw}) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

**PSL-Sentiment**

Set C. Combining structural and topic features with sentiment:

\[
\text{replies}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{alcohol}) \land \text{positiveSentiment}(U_2, T) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{retweets}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{alcohol}) \land \text{positiveSentiment}(U_2, T) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{retweets}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{sober}) \land \text{positiveSentiment}(U_2, T) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{replies}(U_2, U_1, T) \land \text{friendTweetTopic}(U_2, T, \text{sober}) \land \text{positiveSentiment}(U_2, T) \land \text{attendsAA}(U_1) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

**PSL-LIWC-Similarity**

Set E. Collective Rules with LIWC-Similarity:

\[
\text{LIWC-similarity}(U_1, U_2) \land \text{recovers}(U_2) \rightarrow \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{LIWC-similarity}(U_1, U_2) \land \neg \text{recovers}(U_2) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_1)
\]

\[
\text{LIWC-similarity}(U_1, U_2) \land \neg \text{recovers}(U_1) \rightarrow \neg \text{recovers}(U_2)
\]

Table 8: Table showing the additional rules in different variations of PSL-Relational model.

**PSL-Relational.** Next, we consider the model with structural features from interactions with friends in the network and dependencies among them, as captured in rules in sets B, D, and E. The rules in set D are modified to exclude the psycho-linguistic features from LIWC, making it a model which relies only on the presence of alcohol/sober words in the structural interactions between AA users and friends (retweets/replies). The performance scores for this model are captured immediately after PSL-Linguistic in Figure 4. We notice that even without linguistic features from AA users’ tweets and including only structural interactions with friends in the network, we can achieve reasonably high prediction scores. This demonstrates the importance of modeling structural interactions for understanding recovery and relapse.

We conduct experiments on variations of PSL-Relational by incrementally adding other linguistic/psycho-linguistic features extracted from friends’ tweets and combining them with structural features. These models do not use any linguistic features on user’s tweets and solely rely on linguistic analysis of friends’ tweets and structural features to predict AA user’s recovery. Some of these features do not help in improving the prediction performance when other stronger linguistic features from AA users’ tweets are present, but when added to the relational model, they help in achieving a significant performance improvement. This exercise is helpful in understanding how to effectively combine linguistic and psycho-linguistic signals with relational features and how the different signals from structural interactions affect user’s recovery. Table 8 gives the different variations and the changes to the different rule sets in the PSL-Recovery model in Table 5. We explain each of these models in detail below.

**PSL-Topic.** PSL-Topic model adds the friendTweetTopic feature, adding rules in set C to the PSL-Relational model. Notice that adding
rules in C gives a slight performance improvement in AUC-ROC and AUC-PR. Pos. (Recovery) scores. This demonstrates that topic of friends’ tweets on retweets/replies is a helpful signal in predicting recovery/relapse.

PSL-Psychological (Affect). PSL-Psychological (Affect) model uses all the rules in sets B, C, and E as given in Table 5 that are part of PSL-Topic model. The rules in set D are enhanced to consider the affect of users and their interaction with structural features as given by rules under PSL-Psychological (Affect) in Table 8.

PSL-Psychological (Social). PSL-Psychological (Social) model uses almost the same rules to PSL-Psychological (Affect) model, except instead of using affect feature, it uses the social feature in set D. We notice that between affect and social, including affect gives a better performance improvement.

PSL-Sentiment. PSL-Sentiment considers all the rules in PSL-Topic sets B, D, and E. The rules in set C are updated to include a combination of topic and sentiment as shown in Table 8 inside PSL-Sentiment. Notice that here the topic of friends’ tweets together with the sentiment of the tweet accounts for their sentiment towards alcohol/sobriety and helps in accurately modeling the effect of the friends’ tweet on user’s recovery. The high performance scores of this model reaffirms that social interactions play a crucial role in user’s recovery. We notice that including sentiment with topic gives us the most improvement when compared to adding other psycho-linguistic features to PSL-Relational.

PSL-LIWCsimilarity. PSL-LIWCsimilarity model uses all the rules in sets B, D, and E. The collective rules in set E are replaced with LIWCsimilarity instead of tweetSimilarity. We notice that this gives us a significant performance improvement over using tweet similarity. In fact, the scores for PSL-LIWCsimilarity are greater than PSL-Sentiment which includes other linguistic features such as topics, sentiment, and affect. While including LIWCsimilarity is not significantly helpful when other linguistic features from users’ tweets are present, in absence of these features, we find that it achieves a significant improvement. This helps in understanding the importance of collective rules in our model and how to construct efficient models to predict recovery using combinations of available features.

## 5.4 Linguistic Analysis of Relapsed User Tweets

Analyzing tweets of relapsed users, we uncover tweets on reasons that users mention for drinking and relapse. We capture the most occurring reasons in our data in Table 9. Anxiety and depression are popular reasons with 468 total tweets in relapsed users using anxiety words or the hashtags #anxiety, #depression, and #sadness. The second most popular reason that we observe in our dataset is stress, especially work or school-related stress. We see 318 tweets in this category. Sleep related disorders also have a high incidence in the data, as sleep issues are related to stress, anxiety, and many other psychological ailments [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Example Tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>I want a delete button in my life. To delete some people, some memories and some feelings. Can’t sleep. Anxiety and sadness. I really need to see a doctor. #anxiety #depression #sleeplessnights I’ve been depressed and skipping AA, so Sponsor is worried I’m going to relapse. I’m on the depression swing of my bipolar cycle. I haven’t thought about drinking, so that’s good news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>I’m so stressed out with work right now. okay i’ve had a long enough break from work :/ Work is so dead. So tired and so bored. I thought life was holding some boring job, no money, being bored and doing nothing else.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a structured prediction approach that incorporates linguistic and psycholinguistic features from users’ and friends’ tweets and structural interactions with friends and effectively encodes dependencies among them to model and understand recovery and relapse from/into AUD. Our extensive feature analysis on the different groups of features helps in understanding their respective individual ability in predicting recovery and helps in extending our models to similar prediction problems and other data where certain groups of features are unavailable. There are several exciting directions to go from here. Modeling fine-grained linguistic signals will be helpful in understanding the reasons behind AA users getting succumbed to AUD and effectively averting relapses before they occur. These signals will also help in identifying users who are potentially most receptive to interventions, thus helping channel limited resources to help users who will benefit the most.
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